Adamson, Lydia:
A Cat on a Beach Blanket; A Cat on Stage Left; A Cat of One’s Own; A Cat with the Blues; A Cat on Jingle Bell Rock

Albert, Susan:
Tale of Holly How; The Tale of Cuckoo Brow Wood; The Tale of Oat Cake Crag

Allbritten, Esri:
Chihuahua of the Baskervilles

Allen, Garrison:
Royal Cat; Movie Cat

Alwyn, Cynthia:
Scent of Murder

Babson, Marian:
The Cat Who Wasn’t a Dog; Nine Lives to Murder; The Diamond Cat; To Catch a Cat; The Cat Next Door; Please Do Feed the Cat; No Cooperation from the Cat; Canapes for the Kitties

Benjamin, Carol:
The Hard Way; Without a Word; Fall Guy; Long Good Boy; Wrong Dog; Lady Vanishes

Berenson, Lorien:
Doggie Day Care Murder; Hounded to Death; Chow Down; Jingle Bell Bark; Unleashed; Dog Eat Dog; Underdog; Pedigree to Die For

Blanc, Nero:
Wrapped Up in Crosswords

Branham, Mary:
Big Black Dog in Vallarta

Braun, Lilian Jackson:
The Cat Who Could Read Backwards; The Cat Who Brought Down the House; The Private Life of the Cat Who - ; The Cat Who Came to Breakfast; The Cat Who Had 14 Tales; The Cat Who Knew Shakespeare; The Cat Who Moved a Mountain; The Cat Who Sniffed Glue; The Cat Who Wasn’t There; The Cat Who Went Underground; The Cat Who Went Into the Closet; The Cat Who Blew the Whistle; The Cat Who Said Cheese; The Cat Who Tailed a Thief; The Cat Who Turned On and Off; The Cat Who Sang for the Birds; The Cat Who Knew a Cardinal; The Cat Who Lived High; The Cat Who Talked to Ghosts; The Cat Who Saw Stars; The Cat Who Robbed a Bank; The Cat Who Smelled a Rat; The Cat Who Went Up the Creek; The Cat Who Talked Turkey; The Cat Who Went Bananas; The Cat Who Dropped a Bombshell; The Cat Who Had 60 Whiskers

Brod, D.C.:
Getting Sassy
Brown, Rita Mae:
The Tail of the Tip-Off; Murder at Monticello, Or Old Sins; Pay Dirt, or Adventures of Ash Lawn; Murder She Meowed; Murder on the Prowl; Cat on the Scent; Paving Through the Past; Claws and Effect; Catch as Cat Can; Whisker of Evil; Cat’s Eyewitness; Sour Puss; Puss ’n Cahoots; The Purrfect Murder; Wish You Were Here; Santa Clawed; Cat of the Century; Hiss of Death; Big Cat Nap; Murder Unleashed

Clement, Blaize:
Duplicity Dogged the Dachshund; Curiosity Killed the Cat Sitter; Even Cat Sitters Get the Blues; The Cat Sitter’s Pajamas

Conant, Susan:
Gaits of Heaven; Bride and Groom; Wicked Flea; Evil Breeding; Barker Street Regulars; Animal Appetite; Black Ribbon; Ruffly Speaking; Bite of Death; Bloodlines; Dogfather; Scratch the Surface

Cosin, Elizabeth:
Zen and the City of Angels

Crawford, Isis:
A Catered Birthday Party

Douglas, Carole Nelson:
Cat in a Neon Nightmare; Catnap; Cat on a Blue Monday; Cat in a Crimson Haze; Cat in a Diamond Dazzle; Cat With an Emerald Eye; Cat in a Golden Garland; Cat on a Hyacinth Hunt; Cat in an Indigo Mood; Cat in a Jeweled Jumpsuit; Cat in a Kiwi Con; Cat in a Leopard Spot; Cat in a Midnight Choir; Cat in an Orange Twist; Cat in a Hot Pink Pursuit; Cat in a Quick-silver Caper; Cat in a Red Hot Rage; Cat in a Sapphire Slipper; Cat in a Topaz Tango; Cat in an Ultramarine Scheme; Cat in a Vegas Gold Vendetta; White House Pet Detectives; Midnight Louie’s Pet Detectives

Dziemianowicz, Stefan:
Crafty Cat Crimes: 100 Tiny Cat Tale Mysteries

Engleman, Paul:
The Man With My Cat

Friedman, Kinky:
Meanwhile Back at the Ranch

Gorman, Edward:
Kittens, Cats, and Crime; Cat Crimes Through Time

Greenberg, Martin Harry:
Cat Crimes; Cat Crimes II; Cat Crimes III; Feline and Famous: Cat Crimes Goes Hollywood

Heley, Veronica:
Murder in the Park

Kane, Cornelius:
Unscratchables

Lewis, Jonathan:
Into Darkness

Marshall, Evan:
Icing Ivy; Hanging Hannah; Stabbing Stephanie; Toasting Tina; Crushing Crystal

Matthews, Alex:
Wedding’s Widow; Death’s Domain

Morgan, Jill (ed.):
Creature Cozies

Murphy, Shirley Rousseau:
Cat Seeing Double; Cat in the Dark; Cat to the Dogs; Cat Spitting Mad; Cat Laughing Last; Cat Fear No Evil; Cat Cross Their Graves; Cat Pay the Devil; Cat Deck the Halls; Cat Playing Cupid; Cat Striking Back; Cat Coming Home; Cat Telling Tales; Cat Breaking Free

Paretzky, Sara:
Beastly Tales

Pirincci, Akif:
Felidae

Quinn, Spencer:
Dog on It; The Dog Who Knew Too Much; To Fetch a Thief; Thereby Hangs a Tail

Rosenfelt, David:
New Tricks; Leader of the Pack; Dog Tags

Simon, Clea:
Mew is For Murder; Cattery Row; Cries and Whiskers; Grey Expectations; Dogs Don’t Lie; Cats Can’t Shoot

Spencer, Scott:
Man in the Woods

Viets, Elaine:
Murder Unleashed

Webb, Betty:
The Anteater of Death

Woods, Stuart:
Orchid Blues

Yancey, Richard:
A Highly Effective Detective Goes to the Dogs